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Abstract

This conceptual paper discusses the management of the emotional labour of front-line customer service employees of public and private hospitals in Bangladesh. This paper recognises the link between service encounters and customer satisfaction, and critically discusses the concepts of emotional labour, soft skills and aesthetic skills in an attempt to explain the problems associated with the use of these terms. By providing some recommendations about overcoming the challenges of managing the front-line employees, this paper suggests that the appropriate management of emotional labour and aesthetic skills through the implementation of Human Resource Management practices illuminates the organisation's route to success.
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1. Introduction

"It is only at the first encounter that a face makes its full impression on us" (Arthur Schopenhauer).

This century old proverb by the German philosopher is still reaffirmed by the majority of customers during service encounters. For service organisations, the interaction between the front-line personnel and the customers is crucial, as they aim to create high quality service encounters [1]. Yee, Lee, Yeung & Cheng [2] and Zeithaml & Bitner [3] identified that organisations that focused on customer satisfaction were able to build loyal clients
who then served to promote the organisations further through vital word-of-mouth advertising referrals. Correspondingly, empirical studies have found a correlation between high quality service encounters and organisations’ success and survival in the healthcare sector [4] [5]. In developed countries, healthcare centres have been increasingly using higher quality customer service to satisfy their patients [6]-[8]. The study by Nickson et al. [1] found that the majority of employers viewed their front-line employees as offering a competitive advantage in relation to both the delivery and quality of their services. As a result, employers place significant importance on managing employees’ emotional labour, and “soft” skills which encompass social, interpersonal and aesthetic skills [1] [9].

In context of Bangladesh, the problem of peoples’ access to healthcare is acute in both the urban and rural areas. The ever-growing population placed a greater demand on the country’s healthcare services. To address this pressure, private healthcare sector was given the opportunity to play a wider role in the provision of medical services through the promulgation of the ordinance of 1982, alongside the government’s increased allocation for public hospitals establishments [10]. In the past two decades, Bangladesh has seen the growth of private and public hospitals and medical centres across the country. As of 2010, there are about 42,237 hospital beds in the private hospitals compared to 30,176 beds in the public hospitals [11]. With this significant increase, many researchers have attempted to assess the quality of the services delivered by the front-line customer service personnel of these establishments. In particular, many empirical studies have sought to identify the differences between the customers’ actual experiences of the service encounters and their expectations.

Given the important link between service encounters and customer satisfaction in the interactive service sector, this paper critically examines some of the challenges facing the management of the front-line customer service personnel of public and private hospitals in Bangladesh. In particular, it discusses the concept of emotional labour, soft skills, and aesthetic skills, and then attempts to explain the problems associated with managing these terms. The paper, through further examination, then highlights some of the recommendations for overcoming these challenges.

2. Emotional Labour, Soft Skills and Aesthetic Skills

Customer service in healthcare centres are an interactive occupation that requires substantial psychological involvement of the part of the front-line personnel due to the inherent vulnerability and trusteeship associated with the job role, as well as the uncertain and unstable emotional state linked with the customers who are mainly patients and their visitors. As such, this occupation necessitates font-line employees’ engagement in a high-level of emotional labour in order to manage the emotional and physical needs of the customer. Emotional labour in interactive occupation is an important concept because it has been linked with employee outcomes such as job dissatisfaction, burnout and retention [12]-[14], which in turn could have a significant effect on customer satisfaction and business revenue [15] [16]. Pioneering the concept of emotional labour, Hochschild [14] explained that it requires employees to induce or suppress their emotions in order to generate a visible facial and bodily display that produces a desired emotional state in the customer. Observably, in most interactive service occupations, attitudinal restructuring focuses on managing employees’ feelings while they are at work, which often gives rise to the need for front-line employees to engage in emotional labour, involving the suppression or en-gendering of certain types of emotion [14] [17].

Similarly, a number of researchers have claimed the importance of employees possessing soft skills in interactive service occupations. They identified soft skills as social and interpersonal skills which are largely concerned with ensuring that front-line employees are responsive, courteous and understanding towards customers [1] [18]. Hurrell et al. [9] defined soft skills as those which involve dealing with managing oneself, one’s emotions, and other people, in a manner consistent with particular workplaces and organisations. In spite of the growing prominence of soft skills in the interactive service sector, there is an ongoing debate about defining and characterising this type of skill, and whether or not soft skills can be considered a skill type [19] [20]. To address this debate, Hurrell et al. [9] further tackled soft skills by strengthening the conceptual understanding of them by examining of how these skills are used in different contexts. Bolton [21] similarly implied that work that is reliant on soft skills is indeed skills. Fleming, Harley & Sewell [22] claimed that any soft skill has knowledge involved in it and so all soft skills are in fact skills. Furthermore, by arguing that the description of soft skills is partial, Nickson, Warhurst, Witz & Cullen [23] suggested that “aesthetic skills” represents employees’ appearance and behaviour—the “ability to look good and sound right” [1]. With good look and good behaviour,
front-line personnel potentially offer a competitive advantage in relation to both the process of service and the service encounter, and equally become an integral part of the tangible product embodying the image of the company [24].

3. Customer Satisfaction with Healthcare Services

Interwoven with the quality of the front-line customer service personnel is customer satisfaction—an important but grossly neglected measure of performance in the healthcare sector in Bangladesh. The overall quality of the healthcare services, including the customers’ experiences with the front-line executives, have often been criticised [25]-[27]. The empirical studies that compare the service encounters between private and public hospitals conducted by Akter, Upal & Hani [28], Siddiqui & Khandaker [25], and Andaleeb [10] [29] showed that, although the customer experiences during service encounters are dissatisfactory in public hospitals, the level of satisfaction is far higher in private hospitals. The theoretical basis of this finding is that the quality of customer services provided by the hospitals is contingent on market incentives. Since private hospitals are not subsidised and depend on the clients’ income, they are more inclined towards offering better customer service to meet their patients’ needs [29] [30]. By doing so, private hospitals are able not only to build a pool of satisfied customers who revisit them for future treatment, but also to use their customers as a source of referrals that recommends the hospitals, thereby sustaining the long-term viability of the hospitals. Similarly, the perception of the poor quality health services offered by public hospitals discouraged patients from using their available services because health concerns are among the most salient of human concerns [10]. In public hospitals, there is little or no market incentive to motivate their front-line personnel to take the extra initiative to improve the customer experience during service encounters [31]. Therefore, despite the high personal cost of seeking treatment in private hospitals, people tend to do so.

It is also observable that considering both the public and private hospitals, healthcare customer develop perceptions of hospitals in terms of the attributes that are embodied in them. Some of these attributes are deemed more important than others in a choice of hospital. Empirical evidence reveals some individual items that influence hospital choice by customers positively or negatively. For example, a well equipped emergency section, offering timely and high quality medical care delivered by specialists, human behaviour and interpersonal communications of the hospital staffs are some of the important aspects influencing patients’ choice of hospital. Evidence shows that, medical staff in private hospitals were perceived to be more skilled, helpful and had a more pleasant attitude regarding patient needs [32].


In managing employees’ emotional labour and aesthetic skills during service encounters, it is firstly important to determine the criteria on which service encounters should be assessed. Zeithaml & Bitner (2003) [3], Andaleeb (1998) [33], and Babakus & Mangold (1992) [34] suggested that service quality in healthcare can be defined in terms of the relationship to technical aspects of care, the interpersonal relationship between the hospital workers, medical practitioners and patients, and the amenities of care. Anbori, Ghani, Yadav, Daher & Su (2010) [35], Siddiqui & Khandaker (2007) [25] and Carrillat, Jaramillo & Mulki (2007) [36] used the popular SERVQUAL framework developed by Parasuraman, Berry & Zeithaml (1991) [37] to measure the quality of service encounters. Conversely, Babakus & Boller (1992) [38] and Carman (1990) [39] demonstrated several shortcomings of the SERVQUAL scale and suggested the modification, deletion or introduction of new dimensions of its scales in order to better study the customer service quality of hospitals. Zeithaml & Bitner (2003) [3] formulated the Gaps model for service quality assessment. In recent times, DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis), qualitative questionnaire and statistical analysis based on retrospective data have been approaches employed by researchers to assess the service quality in healthcare [31] [32] [40]. Furthermore, the assessment of the quality of the service encounters was previously delegated to the medical professionals and was defined by clinicians in terms of the technical delivery of the care. More recently, patients’ assessment of service encounters and the quality of care have begun to play an important role in advanced countries, and satisfaction and dissatisfaction with service encounters have become an important area of enquiry in relation to the overall service quality provided by the hospitals [41].

Considering this discussion, it is necessary to highlight the challenges faced by Bangladeshi hospitals with regard to managing the emotional and aesthetic labour of their front-line personnel. Firstly, there is the issue of
efficiency with regard to the generating of profit by these establishments. As briefly highlighted earlier, private hospitals are dependent on their clients’ income, and Chowdhury (2009) [42] and Paul (1999) [43] found that the majority of high-earning professionals (academics, doctors, engineers, lawyers, bankers), and wealthier businesspeople prefer private hospitals due to the overall better service quality they provide. They seldom visit public hospitals, and then only as a last resort, as these cannot not generate a threshold level of quality for them. This is one of the main reasons for the income efficiency of private hospitals, which enables them to hire, train and develop a pool of smart, educated young graduates as front-line executives. This also enables them to hire reputable physicians from the public hospitals and even from abroad as a means of advertising to their patients to increase their patient flow and revenue [31]. Secondly, researchers have also revealed that, on the one hand the government’s allocation of funds to the public hospitals is insufficient, and on the other, mismanagement and corruption have made the financial crisis even more acute so that investing money in acquiring qualified staff and training is avoided due to funding constraints [44] [45]. As a result, public hospitals face a deficiency of skilled, educated staff, a poor salary structure, reduced managerial control, and a lack of training options for the career and personal growth of their front-line staff [46].

Thirdly, the phenomenological study of Chowdhury (2009) [42] unfolded a number of factors in addressing emotional labour and aesthetic skills among the front-line executives of public hospitals. His research showed that, most of the time, customers felt unsafe when carrying out monetary transactions with the front-line staffs. These staff were not consistently courteous and sincere during service encounters, and in most cases did not have the knowledge to answer customers’ technical questions [42]. Customers were not given individual attention and the staff failed to understand their specific needs [42] [43]. Similarly, it was also pointed out that the customer service staff neither wore a uniform (given that, in some government hospitals, a uniform is supplied to all front-line staff) nor had any professional or neat attire [42]. These incidents confirm the level of weakness among the hospital administration, where understanding the value of quality service and failing to provide customer service training result in an unsatisfactory level of service encounters. These researchers further mentioned that, ironically, the customers’ viewpoint was neither sought nor given any importance in the public hospitals, unlike in their private counterparts, where customers’ feedback was frequently taken into consideration to improve service encounters [28] [29] [42].

Another problem is managing the impact of emotional labour and aesthetic skills on employee burnout and turnover. Researchers found a positive relationship between a high level of emotional labour and job burnout, which results in a low employee retention rate [47] [48]. Customer service in hospitals requires the front-line employees to be highly empathetic when dealing with patients and their visitors. The unique ability to read customers’ mind and observe their body language to show appropriate behaviour is very important in this occupation. Identifying this requirement, the majority of private hospitals in Bangladesh, located in the metropolitan cities have been found to provide adequate training to their service personnel to offer assistance to happy or distressed patients in a sensible manner [25] [42]. Through providing proper training, adequate incentives, and an employee assistance plan, these hospitals also enjoyed a high employee retention and less job burnout [42] [49]. In contrast, customer service personnel in the public hospitals were unable to suppress their emotional expressions while serving an excessive number of patients who generally come from the lower social class [50]. Interestingly, this did not result in a high turnover rate because of the socio-economic condition of the country, where the unemployment rate is high and people need a job. However, the excessive workload and disorganised way of managing a huge number of patients has resulted in a high level of employee burnout which is reflected in their unprofessional behaviour and unfriendly attitude towards the customers [25] [42].

Interestingly, in response to these challenges, the appropriateness of aesthetic skills and emotional labour in the healthcare sector has been questioned by a few critics. For example, how important it is for customer care staff to wear bright, colourful attire and keep smiling when addressing outpatients who require immediate medical attention, or when meeting relatives who have come to identify a missing family member’s body in the hospital morgue? Is surface acting of happiness and a playful attitude suitable when faced with a severely ill patient? Larson & Yao (2005) [51] suggested that, despite surface acting, emotional labour is essential in quality healthcare services. Theodosius (2008) [52] and Mann (2005) [53] argued that healthcare personnel should engage in empathy and deep acting instead of surface acting in a proper manner by understanding the situation of the patients and their relatives, and this should be formally recognised as a key skill in facilitating the patients’ journey, with emotional skills being taught in innovative ways. Stayt’s study (2008) [54] discovered that the significance of death, breaking bad news and interpersonal relationships are sources of considerable emotional stress for ca-
regulators, and thus emotional labour requires a high level of attention and recognition. In contrast, Warhurst & Nickson (2007) [55] and Grayson (1998) [56] argued that emotional labour compels customer care staff to express emotions that they do not truly feel and this fake attitude can often be observed by the customers, which has an overall negative effect on the service providers.

Despite the debates and arguments, the majority of researchers have agreed that sensible, empathetic behaviour with a well-groomed and professional self-presentation is desirable for the front-line customer care personnel when addressing customers [49] [57]-[59]. It is also suggestive from the above discussion that, there is a significant level of difference between the public and private hospitals in Bangladesh in terms of providing quality service encounters. To manage the challenges faced by the public hospitals in dealing with the emotional labour and aesthetic skills of the front-line customer service staff, a number of recommendations has been made by the researchers.

The first and foremost suggestion is to administer effective human resource management (HRM) practices. HRM is essential in ensuring the efficient acquisition of healthcare staff, providing them with specialised customer service training, then outlining the appropriate job duties and responsibilities, and revising the existing low pay-scale [60]. As public hospitals have a skills deficit, especially in terms of the soft skills that are essential for customer services, the person-organisation fit or person-brand fit could be an employee acquisition strategy which may help to reduce the skills deficit. These strategies were proposed by Hurrell & Scholarios (2011) [61] in their research on the interactive service industry with a special focus on hospitality, which perhaps be used for interactive healthcare occupation. Furthermore, the “zone of tolerance” framework suggested by Liljander & Strandvik (1993) [62] can be used to design specialised technical and interactive training programmes. The zone of tolerance represents a range of confirmation within which a customer service staff member will display respectful, helpful and professional behaviour by understanding the specific needs of the customers [62]. The practice of HRM in healthcare also seeks to improve the retention rate of healthcare personnel. Given that with sufficient resources any country can obtain the same physical capital and consumables, it is clear that the main differentiating input is the medical professionals and staffs. This is the input that is the most difficult to develop, manage, motivate, maintain and retain, and this is why the role of HRM professionals is so critical. Considering the significant changes that the growth of healthcare facilities can introduce in the country, it is important that HRM professionals be involved at the highest level of strategic planning, and not merely be positioned at the more functional, managerial levels. By being actively involved at the strategic levels, they can ensure that the HR issues are raised, considered and properly addressed.

Additionally, on a larger scale, social incentives like the public dissemination of information on the quality of service encounters can be envisaged to focus on the extent to which quality standards are being met by the hospitals [49] [63]. Similar to developed countries, a ranking or point based mechanism to rate the quality of the services of public and private hospitals could be introduced so that healthcare customers are able to make more informed choices based on the evaluations [28]. A healthcare satisfaction index can also be constructed to allow periodic comparisons with other interactive service sectors. These evaluations and quality ratings should be done by independent authorities composed of healthcare professionals, academics and researchers, and technical analysts, which will further be monitored by a highly-experienced team of expertise appointed by the government.

Customer service personnel and support staff are vital to the success of any service organisation, as the research suggests that “satisfied employees make for satisfied customers” [28]. So, regulatory incentives can be designed to reward the development of skilled manpower and customer service excellence in private hospitals [10] [28], which may boost the level of satisfaction of the front-line employees. Rahman & Capitman (2012) [31], Hadley & Roques (2007) [63], and Begum et al. (2000) [46] suggested a macro level utilisation of allocated government funds through stronger administrative and managerial orientation which may reduce or eliminate corruption. A high level of resource allocation to public hospitals and different level of health facilities should be considered by the government. More facilities should be allocated to patient treatment through a structured system of resource allocation, where mismanagement and corrupt practices at all levels should be strictly handled through quality assurance, effective supervision and punitive measures against those involved. Furthermore, adequate campaigns for establishing the employer brand image that might attract qualified people to work in the front-line is also suggested by these researchers. Most importantly, the proper combination of all of these recommendations is necessary to achieve high quality service encounters, and this can be achieved through the appropriate facilitation of HRM—an important way to integrate humans with other resources.
5. Conclusions

“You never get a second chance to make a first impression”.

Though this famous quote is of unknown origin, it correctly shows that, once a first impression has been formed, it is very hard to alter the picture and make customers change their mind. The only way to create a long lasting impressive image for customers is by undertaking emotional labour which helps us to understand and satisfy the customer needs, alongside the use of aesthetic skills to look good and sound right. This paper acknowledges that emotional labour and aesthetic skills are soft skills and that it “is not simply a ‘humpty dumpty’ term, but instead can have real meaning” [9]—a notion which is intertwined with healthcare interactive service occupation. This paper further agrees that, despite the challenges related to managing emotional labour and aesthetic skills in public hospitals in Bangladesh, these terms cannot be underestimated or overlooked by any means. Patient satisfaction should be indispensable to the assessments of the quality, and also to the design and management of healthcare systems; otherwise, the consequences are grim. Healthcare system in Bangladesh needs to be dynamic to keep pace with consumers’ changing demands and needs. This indicates that consumers’ perceptions, attitudes, suggestions and concerns need to be taken into consideration for both public and private hospitals. In conclusion, this paper strongly believes that the appropriate management of emotional labour and aesthetic skills should guide organisations towards success by instigating quality service encounters between satisfied customers and happy front-line care personnel.
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